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I am delighted and honoured to be successfully admitted as the 250th Chartered 

Security Professional.  I pursued this position building on and utilising my 30 year 

policing service with three fantastic forces, to strive for more progressive 

thinking for the future of collaboration with security and police professionals.  

Together we can provide the highest standards of service and continuous 

professional development to ensure the utmost safety and security of the 

communities in the United Kingdom and globally. 

Being recognised for professional strategic aptitude is both humbling and 

motivating.  CSyP is an exceptional platform to address complex issues within 

the security industry.  One of the many reasons I applied is that Chartered 

Security Professionals are notably forward thinking around generational 

diversity.  The CSyP Secure Futures Programme looks at initiatives for the new 

generation and generations to come, which, to my mind, is where the focus 



 

 

needs to be.  How future generations see policing and security is different, and 

if we do not listen to these views and understand needs, skills, culture and 

opportunities we are in danger of losing currency for the future. 

Understanding and embracing generational diversity is critical for our future, but 

specifically in the realms of technology, digital and cyber security challenges 

both nationally and internationally. 

My three national portfolios of Disaster Victim Identfication, Casualty Bureau 

and Excess Deaths attract national and international strategic partnership 

working.  CSyP is clearly progressive within this international medium and I 

intend to use my strategic and tactical experience to develop future solutions 

and tackle issues faced by the security industry. 

Finally, I am extremely proud to be the Deputy Chief Constable of 

Cambridgeshire Constabulary, which is currently at the forefront of new 

innovations for both the UK and global safety and security, and I am excited to 

have the opportunity to create an amity between local force, national policing 

and the security industry.  

 


